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\Ve undertake a systematic comparison of the time-dependent and time- 
independent approaches to the asymptotic analysis of some operator evolution 
equations in the weak or singular coupling limits. We also show that there are 
many cases where the asymptotic evolution should not be expanded in integer 
polvers of the coupling constant, and may even not be Markovian. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several recent papers [I, 2, 13, 17, 181 h ave considered the asymptotic 
behavior of some operator differential equations which are clearly related. 
The approaches have been so diverse, however, that there has been some 
confusion over their relative power. We attempt to rectify this situation by a 
systematic study of the logical relations between various conditions which have 
been used. The analysis turns out to lead naturally to some new results in the 
theory, the most interesting of which is the possibility that the asymptotic 
evolution law may not be of semigroup type. 
The framework of our analysis is a Banach space 9 with a projection P0 of 
norm one. CVe put PI == I - P,, and ~8~ = P&8 so that 9 = gt, @ &Yr. We 
suppose that TA(t) is a strongly continuous one-parameter contraction semigroup 
on 9? for all sufficiently small h E R, and denote its infinitesimal generator by Kh . 
We are interested in the convergence of T,(t)P, or P,T,(t)P,, as h --) 0 to T(t), 
where T(t) is a family of contractions on g0 . Often T(t) is a strongly continuous 
one-parameter contraction semigroup on the subspace gs, in which case we 
denote its infinitesimal generator by K. We use 5% to denote a subspace which is 
supposed to be dense in @,, , contained in the domains of K and of all K,, , and 
such that K is the closure of its restriction to 9. 
We first treat the more special kind of asymptotic convergence. 
THEOREM 1.1. One has the relations 
(ij C> (ii) 0 (iii) * (iv) -z (v) 
betyeen the coruiitions 
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(i) there exists a strongly continuous family of contractions T(t) on a0 de$ned 
for all t in some interval [0, t,,] such that for all f E S?O 
t-y{ sup II T,(t)f - T(t)f III = 0, 
’ o<tit, 
(l*l) 
(ii) there exists a strongly continuous one-parameter contraction semigroup 
T(t) on ~49~ such that for all 0 < to < co and allf E go 
$$osyg II T,(t)f - T(t)f II> =: 0, (1.2) 
6.0 
(iii) lii(a - K,)-1 f = (a - K)-l f (l-3) 
for all 0 < a < co and for all f E go; 
(iv) for allf E 9 there exist fA E Dom(K,J such that 
‘h$ fA = f, $z KnfA = Kf, 
(4 $z Kf = Kf 
for allf ES?. 
Proof. (i) > (ii). If f E 9Yo and 0 < s, t < to then 
(l-4) 
(1.5) 
II T,(s + t)f - T(t) Wf II 
< II T,(W”&) - WIf II + IV,(t) - T(t)) W)f II 
< II Tds) - W)If II + l!{Tdt) - T(t)1 Wf !! 
-+ 0. 
This establishes both that T,(s + t)f converges uniformly for 0 ,( s + t < 2to 
and that T(t) T(s) = T(t + s) if 0 < s + t < to. The result now follows by 
an induction on the length of the interval. 
(ii) 3 (i) is trivial. 
(ii) +- (iii) is a consequence of 
(a - K&l f = Im T,(t) fecLlt dt 
0 
valid for all a > 0 and f E 9. 
(iii) + (ii) is a slight modification of l-12, p. 5021. 
(iii) o (iv). Putting g = (K - a)f and g,, = (KA - a)fn one sees that 
j, -+ f and K,,fA -+ iTf if and only if 
gA - ‘Y and (KA - a)-lgA -+ (K - a)-lg. 
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Using the uniform bound li(KA - a)-’ // < u-l the last condition is equivalent to 
gA -+g and (I& - u)-‘g - (K - a)-lg. 
Since K is supposed to be the closure of its restriction to 9, the set 
of g = (K - u)f where f~ 9 is dense in B,, . Therefore the last condition is 
equivalent to 
(K,, - u)-‘g --f (K - a)-‘g 
for all g E &a . 
(vj r; (iv) is trivial. 
We remark that we are interested primarily in singular perturbation theory, by 
which we mean situations where (v) is not satisfied. A weaker type of asymptotic 
convergence is treated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. One has the relations 
(i) * (ii) 3 (iii) c- (iv) 
between the conditions 
(i) there exists a strongly continuous family contractions T(t) on .@o deJined 
for all t in some inter& [0, t,,] such that for all f E a0 
(1.6) 
(ii) there exists a strongly continuous one-parameter contraction semigroup Tt 
on 9, such that for all 0 < t, < 00 and all f E ego 
lim{ sup )) P,T,(t)j- T(t)f~!) == 0, 
,‘--0 osct<t, 
(1.7) 
(iii) $ Po(u - k’,)-l f = (a - K)-’ f Q-8) 
jora11j~.~,undu110 <a < ixj; 
(iv) for all j E 2 and all a > 0 there exist jA E Dom(KJ such that 
!,iz Pofl = f, $$K - 4fh = (K - 4f. (1.9) 
Proof. (i) e (ii) 3 (iii) are trivial. 
(iii) e (iv). Putting g = (K - a)f and g, = (K, - u)f\ we see that 
pot!\ - f and (6 - a)f.\ - (K - u)f 
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asA-+Oifandonlyif 
gA-g and P,(K, - a)-‘gA + (K - u)-lg. 
Because of the bound [l(K - A)-l !! < u-r this is equivalent to 
i?A -g and P,(K, - u)-‘g -+ (K - a)-‘g 
for allg of the formg = (K - a)f, and hence for all g E a0 since K is the closure 
of its restriction to 9. 
We comment in passing that it is easy to produce counterexamples to 
(i) =- (ii) and to (iii) G- (ii). 
THEOREM 1.3. Condition (1.7) is implied by (1.8) together with either of the 
conditions 
(i) J? is a Hilbert space and P,, is an orthogonal projection of finite rank; 
(ii) for all f E a,, the functions fA(t) = T,,(t)f are equicontinuous. 
Proof. Suppose we are given (1.8) and (i). If 43 E a,, then for any a > 0 
= !$(a - G-l VP v> 
= ((Q. - W-l p, 37) 
= Srn e-““(T(t)y, y) dt. 
0 
It follows that 
$z s,D f (t)(T,(th F> dt = jm o f(W’Vk~ a> dt 
for all f EL1(R+). If 
h,(t) = 1%’ v, 
if t > 0, 
A if t < 0, 
with a similar definition for h, then h,+ -+ h as h -+ 0 in the weak* topology of 
Lm(lR). But h, and h are continuous positive definite functions by [20] with 
h,(O) == h(0) for all A. Therefore hA converges locally uniformly to h by Bochner’s 
theorem. The result follows since v E a0 is arbitrary and so is finite-dimensional. 
Suppose we are given (1.8) and (ii). Since 
‘& soa e-atfh(t) dt = lrn e-“y(t) dt 
0 
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for all a > 0, it follows that 
for all a” EL’@+). Therefore if 0 < a < b < CC 
f,irr(b - a)-’ [” fh(t) dt == (b - a)-’ 1” f(t) dt. 
-a -a 
Now since thef, are equicontinuous 
which combined with the previous equation implies that fA(u) +f(a). Finally 
pointwise convergence and equicontinuity imply locally uniform convergence. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR K,, = h-2(Z + hA) 
We wish to consider generators of the above form subject to the further 
restrictions P,,.Z = ZP, = 0 and P,AP, = 0. Because of domain questions the 
interpretation of even the above equations is not straightforward when 2 and 
A are unbounded. To resolve this and later difficulties one can either write down 
a list of conditions on Z and A which are just sufficient to make some proofs 
work, or adopt some simple blanket hypothesis. For brevity we adopt the latter 
course and refer the reader to [17] as a good example of the former approach. 
We suppose that 2 is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
one-parameter contraction semigroup S, on 9 such that S,P,, = P,S, for all 
t > 0. We denote by Zi the restriction of 2 to L@‘i , and suppose that 2, = 0 
while 2, is one-one. We suppose that A is the generator of a contraction 
semigroup on ~8, that A is relatively bounded with respect to 2 and that A,, = 0, 
where Aij = P,AP, . By [12] if h > 0 is sufficiently small, KA has domain equal 
to that of 2 and is the generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter contrac- 
tion semigroup T,(t) on G?, 
THEOREM 2.1. One has the relations 
(i) 3 (ii) * (iii) =- (iv) 
between the conditions 
(2.1) 
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for allf E 2%‘; 
(ii) lii j”sm ae-““S(t)f dt = P,f (2.2) 
for allf ES?; 
(iii) Z,, = 0 and Z, is one-one with range dense in A$; 
(iv) 2, = 0 and Z, is one-one. 
Pyoof. (i) => (ii) and (iii) 3 (iv) are trivial. 
(ii) =S (iii). Iff E a,, andg, = a(a - Z)-lf theng, -f as a + 0 and 
Zg, = ag, - af+O. 
But Z is closed so f E Dam(Z) and Zf = 0. If f E 3?i and Zf = 0 then S(t)f = f 
for all t 3 0 so 
f =~~~* aeeatS(t)fdt = P,,f 
which implies that f = 0. Thus Z, is one-one. If g E Dom(Z,) then g, = 
(Z, - a)-lg also lies in Dom(Z,) and 
g - -&g, = g - ZIVl - a)-’ g 
= -a(a - Z,)-lg 
=- 
s 
O” ae-atS(t)g dt 
0 
-+ 0. 
Therefore Range (Z,) is dense in Dom (Z,) and hence in S?r . 
(iii) => (ii). If Zf = 0 for all f E go then S(t)f = f for all t 3 0 so 
I 
m 
aeMatS(t)f dt = f 
0 
which implies (ii) for all f E a0 . Because S(t) is a contraction semigroup the 
proof may be completed by showing that 
s 
m lj: ae-atS(t)fdt = 0 
- 0 
or equivalently 
lii a(a - ZJl f = 0 
for all f in the dense subspace Range (Z,) of ~3~ . 
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Iff = Z,g then 
II Q(U - Z,)-lfll = a !I Q(Q - -wlg - g ll 
< 22 I! g II 
which converges to zero as a -+ 0. 
We finally comment that if 93 = U(R), a,, = 0 and (S,f)(x) = f(x + t) for 
all t > 0 then (iv) is satisfied but not (iii). In L2(R) however, the same semigroup 
also satisfies (iii). 
THEOREM 2.2. The folkxuing conditions imply that fh(t) = P,T,(t)f are 
equicontinuous for any f E i&, . Moreover, 
(i) 5 (ii) 5 (iii). 
(i) A is bounded and 
(2.3) 
(ii) A is bounded andfor all t > 0 there exists a constant c independent of X 
such that 
s A-St 11 Aole(Z1+AA1l)PAIO / ds >z c. 0 (2.4) 
(iii) for all t > 0 and all f in some dense subspuce 9 of .go there exists a 
constant c independent of h such that 
A-% 
p Ae(Z+hA)YL4f ds 11 ::< c. 
0 ’ ‘0 
(iv) l= j! A e”Afll ds < 00 
for all f in some dense subspuce B of .CBo . 
Proof. (i) =s- (ii). From the formula 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
e(z1+A41)t - eZl’ 
c 
t +A ,Zdt-~)AlleZ” ds - s=o 
sw25/1-7 
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we obtain 
provided ) X ) $ (2c Ij A,, ii)-‘. Thus Eq. (2.4) is satisfied provided X > 0 is 
sufficiently small. 
(ii) =s- (iii). We use the expansion 
I 
a-et 
P,,Ae(Z+‘A)S Af ds 
0 
--.I 
a-% 
- AOle(Z1+‘A1l)S A,,f ds 
0 
+ 5,“lzt j-:zo /; o Aole(=~+AA”)(“-U)(hAor + Ml,) e(z+AA)(+l’) 
- (AA,, + AA:) e(Z1+AA1l)vAAIOf da du ds. 
The second term vanishes and the third is estimated by integrating each of the 
variables (S - u), (U - v), w from 0 to A-*t. One obtains 
.%-et 
PoAe(Z+‘A)sL4j ds I/ ,< LA-*’ 11 Ao,e(Z~+‘A~~)SA,o )I ds l/f// 
+ t lJ’,oA-‘” 1) Aole(Z1+“A11)8A10 1) ds\* \lfli. 
(iii) * equicontinuity. If f lies in 9 then fA(t) is differentiable for all t > 0 
and 
b’(t) = Po(k2Z + WA) T&)f 
= p,jj-lAe-lf 
-+ P,h-‘A f ” T,(s) k1AZ-2Z’t-S’f ds 
‘0 
= h-*P,A 
s 
t T,(s) Af ds 
0 
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so ijfA’(t)\l are bounded independently of A. This implies that f,,(t) are equicon- 
tinuous for all f E 9 and hence for all f E LB0 . 
(iv) -- equicontinuity. Iff lies in the subspace 9 then 
f,\‘(t) = P,T,(t)(X-‘Z + A-lA)f 
-= POT,@) A-1Af 
z POeA-?Zth-lAf 
+ J t P,T,(t - s) h-1_4eA-‘Zsh-1~4f ds 
0 
so 
(1 .4ezsAf /I ds. 
This implies that fA(t) are equicontinuous for all f E 9 and hence for all f~ Z8o .
In (2.4) and (2.5) we integrated from 0 to h-zt instead of from 0 to z because 
the integrand depends on A. One way of proving either condition is to expand the 
integrand in powers of A and estimate each term separately. One may use a finite 
expansion, in which case one must have enough information to estimate the 
remainder [17], or a power series expansion, in which case the perturbation 
must be regular enough for the series to converge [I, 2, 31. 
In these papers one finds that the generator K of the limit semigroup T(t) is 
of the form 
K = 1% .401ez1s-410 ds. 
‘0 
(2.7) 
There are, however, alternative definitions, such as 
K == --AolZ;lAlo 
which is used in [13]. We compare their ranges of application in the following 
theorem, condition (vii) of which is essentially taken from [ 131. 
THEOREM 2.3. One has the relations 
(i) =i (ii) > (iii) ~j (iv) 
(J) 2 (it) * (Ji) (A) 
between the conditions 
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(i) A is bounded and 
s Oc, (I ezlt II dt < co. Cl 
(ii) A is bounded and 
for all f in some dense subspace D of 9i$ . 
(iii) /OK )I eZtAfjI dt + jrn ]) AeZtAfIj dt < XI 
0 
for all f in some dense subspaces D of 9,, . 
(iv) iffi // AeZ”Afll dt < co 
(24 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
for all f in some dense subspace 23 of S$, . 
(v) ,4 is bounded and 2;’ is a bounded operator on &$ . 
(vi) A is bounded and Af E Range (2,) for all f in some dense subspace 9 
of BOO 
(vii) There is a dense subspace L@ of S,, such that iff E 3 then Af E Range (2,) 
and Z;‘Af E Dom (A). 
(viii) There exists an operator G: 53 + a where 9 is a dense subspace of B8, 
such that if f E 9 then 
liz A(a - Z,)-l Af = Gf. 
Proof. The implications (i) 3 (ii) 3 (iii) => (iv) and (v) 3 (vi) G- (vii) are 
trivial. 
(i) 3 (v). Since 
(a - Z&l z Jam ezlteea’ dt 
for all a > 0 and Z, is closed 
so Z;’ is bounded. 
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(ii) 2 (vi). Iff e 9 and a > 0 then 
g, E (a - 2,)-l Af = ioffi eeafezf,4f dt 
-+ g EZ jam eZfAf dt 
as a -P 0. Now g, E Dom (Z,) and (CZ - Z,)g, = Af. Since Z, is closed, 
g E Dom (Z,) and Zrg = - Af, so Af E Range (Z,). 
(iii) - (vii) and (iv) * (viii) have similar proofs. 
In the following theorem we suppose that .C# is a dense subspace of 9s and 
that G is an operator from .C? into a. We suppose that the closure of K = P,G 
is the generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter contraction semigroup 
T(t) on 9s. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that Z, = 0 and Z, is one-one with range dense in 
al. Then 
(i) condition (vii) of Theorem 2.3 implies that 
lii(u - IQ-lf = (a - K)-lf 
for all 0 < a -C 00 and all f E a,, . 
(ii) If 
liz A(u - Z&l Af = Gf 
for all f E .9 then 
l.i.i PO(u - K&l f = (a - q-1 f 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
forall <a < coundfea,,. 
(iii) If 
and 
lii A(u - Z&l Af = Gf (2.15) 
for all f E 5%’ then 
ii-g a1j2(u - Z&l Af = 0 (2.16) 
lp(u - IQ-1 f = (u - K)-1 f (2.17) 
for&O <a < mundullf~S9,,. 
Proof. The proof of (i) was given by Kurtz [13] and is similar to that of (ii), 
so we omit it. 
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To prove (ii) it is enough by Theorem 1.2 that iff E 9 there existf, E Dom (KJ 
such that Pofn -+ f and (I& - a)fn --f (K - a)f as h + 0. If we choose 
fn = f + hfi + Vi? then 
WA - 4fA - (K - 4f 
= (PZ + /\-IA - a)(f + hfl + h2f,) - (K - a)f 
= he2Zf + h-l(Af + Zfl - dzfi) + Afl + Zf2 - Kf + AAf2 - aii2fi . 
Choosing 
we obtain 
f&l) = (a/\” - Z,)-lAf 
(K, - a)fA - (K - a)f = A(d’ - Z,)-‘Af - Gf 
+ P,Gf + Zfz + Mfz - a~Yf2 . 
Since Range (Z,) is dense in 9r there exist f2(n) E Dom (Z,) such that 
k~ Zlfi(n) = -P,Gf. 
Letting n = n, increase sufficiently slowly as h - 0 we can obtain 
Putting 
fA = f + ~fi(4 + W2(%> 
we thus obtain 
ljn(K, - a) fh = (K - u)f. 
Moreover, since Pofi(X) = 0 
(2.18) 
To prove (iii) we only need to change the last step by virtue of Theorem 1.1. 
Equation (2.16) ensures that hf#) + 0 as A + 0 so that 
We collect all our results so far into a single theorem. We suppose that Z, A, K,, 
and TA(f), are as described at the beginning of this section and that 2, has range 
dense in &Br . We suppose that T(t) is a strongly continuous one-parameter 
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contraction semigroup on .c&, with infinitesimal generator K, which is the closure 
of its restriction to a dense subspace C# of G&, , where it is given by 
Kf = la P,,AeZtAjdt. 
0 
THEOREM 2.5. (i) Iffor all f e 9 
then 
mCC J (1 AeztAf jj dt c a; (2.19) 0 
$2 PO~AWf = Wf (2.20) 
locally uniformly on [0, co) for all f E So . 
(ii) If B is a Hiltkrt space and PO is an orthogonalprojection of finite rank and 
lim,,, A(a - Z)-lAf exists for all jE a0 then 
(2.21) 
locally unzjr,rmly on [0, a) for allf E a0 . 
We conclude this section with some general comments about the scope of 
this and similar asymptotic theorems. The type of approach needed is dependent 
on the term A,, , almost every method working if A,, = 0. Theorem 2.5 is 
relevant when the effect of A,, is limited in time, in some cases because A,, is 
localized in a region and the free evolution eZlt carries the wave out of the region 
eventually [2]. In the quantum field theory models of [ 1, 5, 181 where B? is a space 
of trace class operators, the term A,, is not of this type because it involves pure 
creation terms. If G? is a Hilbert space the time-independent approach may be 
greatly strengthened by the use of the spectral theorem [4, 11, 191. 
A more general type of asymptotic theory applies to semigroups 
TA(t) = exp(PZ + h-l/l + B)t) (2.22) 
and 
2$(t) = exp((PZ, + )\-‘rz, + Boo + K)t} (2.23) 
on 9 and go, respectively, where P&I = ZP, , the desired result being that 
they are asymptotically close as X -+ 0 in the sense that for all f E go 
J&Fol’*(t)f - W)f) = 0 (2.24) 
locally uniformly on [0, 00). If Z, = 0 and A o. == 0 such results may be obtained 
by the methods of this paper, the extra term B causing no essential difficulty. If 
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2, or A, is nonzero, however, the stationary approach we have described here 
seems to be inapplicable. The methods of [l, 2, 16) may still be used, however, 
the term B again causing only a little extra complication. It is shown in [14] that 
by these means one may include the weak coupling limit results of [ 1, 17, 181 
and the singular reservoir coupling limit results of [9, IO] in one unified theory. 
We finally draw the reader’s attention to the papers of Papanicolaou and co- 
workers [IS, 16, 171, which make use of probabilistic ideas and have so far only 
been partly abstracted [3, 131. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR KA = h-*(2+ hA) 
It is rather surprising that the asymptotic analysis we have carried out needs 
radical changes as soon as one tries to follow the evolution for longer times. 
There are simple situations where the relevant time scaling is not given by an 
integer power of A, so that the standard procedure of expanding in a formal 
power series in A, identifying the dominant terms and resumming, is not 
appropriate. Moreover, the asymptotic evolution need not be given by a semi- 
group, so the decay need not be exponential. We mention in passing that these 
possibilities have also been demonstrated for the rather similar Boltzmann 
equation [7, 81. 
We present a very simple example before starting the general theory. We let 
B be the Hilbert space 
~=c@L~(R)=~o~~l 
and 
where 
f(x) = 13 If312 e-lxl;a 
and Q is the self-adjoint operator 
(Qd(d = d4 
on the obvious domain. 
LEMMA 3.1. (Z+ AA) is thegenerator of a unitarygroup if/3 > -1. It has 
only continuous spectrum if -1 < j3 ,( 1 but nonempty point spectrum if B > 1. 
Moreover, 
tE s,” AoleZ1*A,, ds 
hasafinitelimitast-++coforall/3 > -1. 
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Proof. If /3 > - 1 then f EP(W) so A is a bounded perturbation of 2. Since 
(2 + AA) is skew-adjoint it is the generator of a unitary group. To find an 
eigenvalue we have to solve 
WV, f i = m, 
Xzf+Qp = YJ, 
where a, z E @ and v E Dom (Q). S ince there is no solution with z = 0 we may 
as well normalize to z = 1. The second equation then becomes 
which has no L2 solution unless OL = 0 and /3 > 1. If these conditions are 
satisfied the solution does indeed satisfy the first equation. If fl > -1 a trivial 
calculation shows that 
.t 
J A 01 eZ1”4 * 10 ds = - 0 s ot (eiQ8f f > ds 
- -7rr(fl + 1) tdB sin(7+/2)/(97fi/2) 
We now construct the relevant abstract theory, treating only the very simplest 
situations in order to reduce the analytical difficulties. We let 9 = ~37~ @ 8, 
and let 2 be the generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter contraction 
semigroup on 8. We suppose that 0 = PJ = ZP, and write Z, = PIZ = ZP,. 
We let A be a bounded dissipative operator on 99 such that A, = A,, = 0 
where ilij = PiAPj . We let T,(t) be the contraction semigroup with generator 
(Z + hA) for ,\ > 0, and let 
f&) = PJ&)f (0) 
where f (0) E go . A standard calculation [l] leads to the master equation 
fA(t) = f(0) + A2 j-” jS AoleZ1(S-%flof~(u) du ds. 
s=o u-n 
We change time scales by 7 = Aat where 01 is a constant to be determined and put 
gdd = f#), so that 
gdd = g(O) + Jo7 NT - 4 A4 da (3.1) 
where 
H,(T) = A*-* JoAeuT ~401eZ1”Alo dx. (3.2) 
The main hypothesis of this section is stated in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that there is a bounded operator H on BO and a 
constant /I such that - 1 < /I < I and 
hi r6 
J‘ 
T AoleZ~xA,Of dx = Hf 
0 
(3.3) 
for allf Ego. If we choose OL = 2(1 - /3-l then g,+(r) converges locally uniformly 
as h -+ 0 to the solution g(T) of 
g(T) = g(O) + s,’ (7 - W Q(u) da. (3.4) 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that 
‘A+? H,(T)f = 7-BHf (3.5) 
for all f E So and all 0 < T < co. By the uniform boundedness theorem it 
also implies that 
/I H,(T)11 d CT-’ (3.6) 
for some constant c and all 0 < 7 < co. 
Let V be the Banach space of all continuous S90-valued functions on [0, ~~1 
for some 0 < To < co. Let sA: V+ ‘%‘- be the integral operator 
#f)(T) = s,’ H,(T - u, f(u) du* 
Then letting a be the element of F which is constantly equal to g(O), we obtain 
from Eq. (3.1) that 
g, = 2 &;a. (3.7) 
n=o 
This is norm convergent uniformly with respect to X because of the estimate 
derived from Eq. (3.6). If X: V--t Y is defined by 
(&f)(T) = JOT (T - u)+ Hf (u) du 
then XA converges strongly to A? as h -+ 0 by Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). Therefore 
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3;” converges strongly to JP as h -+ 0 for all n and by the uniformity in h of the 
convergence of Eq. (3.7), g, converges to 
which is the solution of Eq. (3.4). 
Since T,(t) is a contraction, ljfA(t)l/ < Ilf(O)il for all t > 0 and hence 11 g(T)11 < 
jj g(O)// for all 7 3 0. This restricts the possible operators H which can arise in 
Eq. (3.4). We treat first the case -1 < /3 < 0 which we have only partially 
solved. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that H: do - B. is a bounded operator and 
- 1 < /3 < 0. Suppose that the solution of 
g(T) = g(O) + joT cT - V Hg(u) du (3.8) 
satisfies j/ g(T)]/ < 11 g(O)11 for all g(0) E So and all 7 3 0. Then the spectrum of H 
lies in the cone 
Proof. Let A, be the contraction such that g(T) = &g(O). Then 
z‘$ = 1 + jT (T - u)-~ HA, do 
0 
and taking Laplace transforms 
A, = z-l + r(l - /3) zS-lHA^, 
for all Re x > 0. Therefore 
(1 - r( 1 - fl) z~-~H)z& = I. 
Now if z >a 0 is sufficiently large (1 - r( 1 - ,f+FIH) is invertible so 
also. These formulas are valid for all Re z > 0 by analytic continuation, so 
zl-B/T( 1 - /3) does not lie in sp(H) for any Re z > 0. 
VVT:e comment in passing that a slight modification of the example of Lemma 3.1 
shows that no further restriction on sp(H) is possible. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that H: L&, -+ L&, is a bounded operator and 0 < ,6 < 1. 
Suppose that g(r) is the solution of 
g(T) = g(0) + lT (7 - u)-” Hg(o) da. (3.9) 
Then Ilgb)ll < IIdWl f or all 7 > 0 and all g(0) E g,, zj and only ;f H is the 
generator of a contraction semigroup. 
Proof. If 11 g(T)// < I( g(O)11 for all 7 > 0 then taking Laplace transforms we 
find 
t(z) = g(0) z-l + T(l - /3) .+H&). 
If z E lR+ then /I g(z)lj < z-l 1) g(O)11 so 
l/(1 - r(l - 8) z~-~H)-~ I/ < 1. 
Therefore 
for all t >, 0 and all integers n so 
is a contraction. 
etH = lim(1 - M/n)-?& 
n+m 
In the converse direction if j? = 0 then Eq. (3.9) is equivalent to g’(T) = H&T) 
whose solution is g(T) = eHTg(0), so the result is trivial. If 0 < /3 < 1 we claim 
that there is a probability density p on (0, co) such that 
g(7) = Srn Tp(s+‘) effSg(O) 03 (3.10) 
for all 7 > 0. This is clearly enough to complete the proof. 
Proceeding formally we put p(s) = #/(a-i))s-i. Then 
m = low ~-lp(d/(@-~)) eHsg(0)‘ds 
so 
s 
co zzz S-l+l/(1-B)F(~sl/(1-8)) e"sg(0) ds. 
0 
If 
pp. = J-(1 -/j-l z-Be-z'-m-m3) (3.11) 
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then 
j(z) = I m ZJl - /3)-l x-Be-z'-~sl~(l-O)~~g(0) ds 0 
zzz r( 1 - /3)-l z-fJ{zl-T( 1 - fl)-’ - HI-1 g(0) 
= z-l{ 1 - r( 1 - fl)-’ &lH}-l g(0) 
sog coincides with the solution of Eq. (3.9). 
We now show the existence of the probability density p. Since 0 < /3 < 1 
the function in Eq. (3.11) is completely monotone on the positive real axis and 
by [6] is therefore the Laplace transform of a measure on [0, cc). Since the 
function has L1 boundary values on the imaginary axis, the measure has a con- 
tinuous bounded density p. Defining p as above, p is nonnegative and 
sorn p(s) ds = Jb* IoK ~e-~@e-~) e? ds dT 
m m 
=f s 
s-~~(Ts~“-‘) ev d7 ds 
‘0 0 
=s 
m 
0 s- 
l+ll(l-B)fi(Slill-5)) ds 
= r r(l - /j-l e-s.'r(l-B) ds 
=l 
so a probability density p with the required properties does exist. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If the bounded operator H is the generator of a contraction 
semipoup on .go such that 
lim * 
s a+0 o 
ae-‘+F8fds = Qf 
for all f E B. and some projection Q, then for 0 < /3 < 1 the solution of Eq. (3.9) 
satisfies 
‘,‘,a; g(T) = Q&O) 
for all g(0) E a0 . 
Proof. Equation (3.12) implies that 
ah(as) eH”f ds = Q f 6 h(s) ds 
for all h ELI. The result now follows by application of Eq. (3.10). 
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We conclude with some comments concerning Eq. (3.3). If 0 < /3 < 03 and 
AoleZ1”Alo N -@-B-1H 
as x + + cc where H is some bounded operator on 9s , then 
I m Aolezl~Aln dx = K n 
converges and Eq. (3.3) is satisfied with /3 = 0. If, however, K = 0, so that 
there is no dissipation up to second order in time, then 
I ’ AoleZ12Alo dx 0 
*m 
=- 
I 
Aolez1*~4,, dx 
-7 
as 7 -+ co. The analysis of this section is therefore relevant when 2, , A,, , A,, , 
and K are all zero. Similar but more complicated results can be obtained without 
these assumptions by the methods of [2], and we hope to present a more com- 
prehensive account at a later date. 
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